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ORA-53042: tag string is
referenced by document:
string What triggered the
Error: The insert operation

failed because the specified
tag in the dictionary
document was being

referenced by the listed
document.What should we do
to fix it: To perform the insert

operation, follow these
steps*1. Export the listed
document.*2. Delete the

listed document.*3. Remove
the specified tag from the

exported document.*4. Insert
the updated document.*5.
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Repeat the insert operation.If
this was not sufficient go over

to:Oracle Official Support
Knowledge Center Or maybe
those geeks at:StackOverflow
Board or Here could find the

answer for you or your friends
maybe Femail Crack 2019.0
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ORA-53039: user-defined

preference document: string
already exists What triggered
the Error: The insert operation
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failed because only one user-
defined preference document
was allowed.What should we

do to fix it: To change an
existing user-defined

preference document, follow
these steps:*1. Export the

existing user-defined
document.*2. Delete the

existing user-defined
document.*3. Make changes
to the exported document.*4.
Insert the updated document.

To add a new user-defined
preference document, follow

these steps.*1. Delete the
existing user-defined

document.*2. Insert the new
document.If this was not

sufficient go over to:Oracle
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Official Support Knowledge
Center Or maybe those geeks
at:StackOverflow Board read
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